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Processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type on.lWd are analogues of the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process 
on Rd with the Brownian motion part replaced by general processes with homogeneous indepen- 
dent increments. The class of operator-selidecomposable distributions of Urbanik is characterized 
as the class of limit distributions of such processes. Continuity of the correspondence is proved. 
Integro-differential equations for operator-selfdecomposable distributions a:‘e established. 
Examples are given for null recurrence and transience of processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type 
on Iw’. 
infinitely di*isible distribution 
Urbanik in his 1972 paper [22] investigates the class of limit distributions of affine 
modifications of partial sums of sequences of independent R%alued random vari- 
ables. We call such distributions OL distributions, and denote the class by OL(Rd), 
since this is a generalization of L distributions via operators. He shows that p E 
OL(Rd) if and only if p has the so-called operator-selfdecomposability, provided 
that I_C is genuinely ddimensional. He gives further a representation of the charac- 
teristic functions. After his paper, other representations of operator-selfdecompos- 
able distributions are found by Wolfe [26], Jurek [IO] and Yamalzato [30]. They 
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extend the representations of L distributions on Rd given by Urbanik [21], Wolfe 
[25] and Sato [ 151. In the present paper we will analyze the relations of these 
representations with a class of Markov processes on Rn, namely, processes of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. Our results answer the following problems: (i) What is 
the probabilistic meaning of the measure appearing in Urbanik’s representation of 
operator-selfdecomposable distributions? (ii) The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on 
Rd has a limit distribution, which is Gaussian. If the Brownian motion part is replaced 
by a process with homogeneous independent increments, what is a generalization 
of this fact? (iii) Sato and Yamazato [17] prove an integro-differential equation 
for density functions of L distributions on R’. The equation is useful in analyzing 
properties of density functions 1171. What is the extension to higher dimensions of 
this equation? (iv) The stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is expressed by a 
stochastic integral of the Brownian motion. It is a Gaussian process. What processes 
will apppear as similar stochastic integrals of processes with homogeneous indepen- 
dent increments? 
Let 1 d d < 00. Let G be an integro-differential operator defined by 
G!(X)= t ajDjf(x)+2-’ f BjkDjDkf(x)+ 
I 
m+Ykfw 
;=i j,k =1 R” 
(1.1) 
where D, stands for partial derivative in Xi, aj, B,k and Qlk are constants, (Bjk) is 
symmetric, nonnegative definite, and p is a measure on R” satisfying 
‘d(O)) = 0, I Iv’ I$( 1+ Ix-l’)- ‘p(dx) < co. (1.2) 
We consider G as acting on C7 functions with compact supports. We will show that 
the smallest closed extension of G in the Banach space C,,(R”) of continuous 
functions vanishing at infinity is the infinitesimal generator of a Markov semigroup 
(Section 3). Let p,(x, dv) be the transition probability of the Markov process. 
Suppose that all eigenvalues of the matrix Q = (Qjk) have positive real parts. If p 
satisfies an integrability condition 
I 
loglxlp(dx) <m, 
1.x: *I
s. The 
of this 
has no 
then, as f -+ ,s. p,(x. l ) converges to a probability measure p independent 01 
measure p is O-selfdecomposable. It is the unique stationary distribution 
process. On the other hand, if p does not satisfy (1.3), then the process 
stationary distribution and, for every compact set K, J~,(.x, K) tends to zero at t + CQ 
(Section 3). Every Q-selfdecomposable distribution appears as the limit distribution 
of a process associated with some G. The correspondence between G and p will 
be given as explicitly as possible. It is, in fact, the relation between two representa- 
(1.3) 
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tions of Qselfdecomposable distributions (Section 2). Continuity of the correspon- 
dence will be proved (Section 6). As a consequence of the results of Sections 3 and 
4, we will characterize @selfdecomposable distribtitions by some integro-differential 
equations (Section 5). In the final section we will give remarks on an open problem 
concerning null recurrence and transience of processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
type (Section 7). 
Our starting point was the problem (iii) on integro-differential equations of L 
distributions. We owe S. Kotani (private discussion) the remark that our equation 
in [ 171 in one-dimensional case means that any L distributionn on R’ is a stationary 
distribution of some process of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. In case of one-sided 
distributions on R’, the equation is a special case of an equation appearing in the 
theory of dams. We mention Brockwell [1], one of many references on this theory. 
Main results of this paper were announced at the Montreal Conference in 1981. 
There we found that Wolfe, Jurek and Vervaat got essentially the same results as 
Section 4 of this paper. Their results now appear in the papers [9,11,27,28-J. But 
their approach is different from ours. They consider a stochastic integral 
I i1 e -uQ dZ(u), where Z(u) is a process with homogeneous independent increments 
generated by the right-hand side of (1.1) with the last term omitted. If X(t) is the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type process starting at the origin, then, for every fixed t, the 
distribution of the above stochastic integral is identical with that of X(t). Wolfe, 
Jurek and Vervaat directly seek conditions for convergence of this stochastic integral 
as t + 00, and thus find the criterion (1.3). So they give an answer to the problem 
(i). In case d = 1, Wolfe [27] considers 
I 
I 
Y(t) =e~~‘QY,,+e-‘Q 
0 
e”” dZ( u), 
independent of {Z(u)} and 0 is a positive real 
other than the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type process 
where Y(, is a random variable 
number. The process Y(t) is no 
on R’. Thus he solves the problem (ii) for d = 1. The results of Jurek-Vervaat [ 111 
and Jurek [U] can also be rewritten in this way, giving an answer to the problem 
(ii). Their approach is more general than ours in that they consider operator- 
selfdecomposable distributions on Banach spaces. We restrict our attention to 
Euclidean spaces, but give many more results. Finally we note that the stochastic 
integral approach can be conneited with the problem (iv), as is expounded in our 
forthcoming paper [ 181. 
2. Two representations of (1& distributions 
For x’ and y in the d-dimensional Euclidean vector space R”, we denote the inner 
product by (x; y) and the Euclidean norm by /xl. The set of linear transformations 
of R” into R” is denoted by M(W”). The subset of M(Rd) consisting of linear 
transformations all of whose eigenvalues have positive real parts is denoted by 
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M+(Rd). The identity transformation is denoted by I. For QE M(Rd), Q* denotes 
the adjoint transformation of Q. Let R, be the open half line (0, ~1). The transforma- 
tions era and u” for t E R’ and u E 68, are defined by 
e rQ= f (n!)-‘t”Q” and UQ =e(‘Ogu)o_ 
n=O 
The operator norm of Q is denoted by IIQll = suplx15 1 ox. Sometimes Q will be 
identified with a d X d-matrix (Qjk)j,k = I,..., de For a Bore1 set T, we denote by B( T) 
the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of T. Let 9(Rd) be the set of probability measures 
(distributions) defined on !33(Rd). Convergence in 6P(Rd) means weak convergence. 
A distribution p E P(lRd) is said to be genuinely ddimensional ((or full) if it is not 
concentrated on any (d - 1) dimensional hyperplane. The charalcteristic function of 
p is denoted by c(z). The set of infinitely divisible distributions on Rd is denoted 
by I(Wd). 
We call p E 9(Rd) a distribution of class OL (or an OL distribution) if there are 
sequences of independent Rd-valued random variables {Xn), invertible linear trans- 
formations (A,}, and d-vectors {a,,} such that (i) the distribution A, C;__, Xi- a,, 
converges to p as n -*a and (ii) for every E > 0, maxl,iI=pI P(IA,,Xj[ > E) tends to 
0 as n + (30. Such a distribution is called by Urbanik [22] Levy’s probability measure. 
Let OL(W”) be the class of OL distributions on Rd. By the condition (ii)., it is a 
subclass of I(R”). The class L(Rd) of L distributions on Rd is a subclass of OL(Rd). 
Let Q E M, (Rd). We say that a distribution p on Rd is Q-selfdecomposable if, for 
every t E R+, there exists p, E g( Rd) such that 
The study of Q-selfdecomposability begins implicitly with Sharpe’s work Cl93 on 
operator-stable distributions. The following result of Urbanik [ 221 is fundamental. 
Urbaik’s operator-selfdecomposability theorem. If p E OL(R”])and p is genuineZy 
d-dimensional, then there is Q E M.,(Rd) such that p is Q-selfdecomposable. If I_L is 
Q-yelfdecomposable for some QE M+(R”), then p E OL(Rd). 
We denote by OL(IIB”, Q) the class of Q-selfdecomposable distributions on IR”, 
since it is a subclass of OL(R”). We say that p is operator-s~elfdecr~mposable if 
p E OL(R”, Q) for some QE M+(Rd). Our terminology is different from that of 
Jurek, as he uses the word operator-selfdecomposable in the meaning of OL 
distribution. In fact, the class of operator-selfdecomposable distributions is a proper 
subclass of OL(Rd) (Yamazato [31]). For L distributions, it .holds that L,(Iw”) = 
OL(R”, I ). 
it is obvious that OL(W”, Q) = OL(R”, cQ) for every c E R,. But it should be 
noted that OL(Rd, Q,) and OL(@, Q7) may have nonempty intersection !even if 
Q1 f Qt and llQll] = I]Q,ll= 1. A recent study on this subject is Hudson ;tnd Mason [7]. 
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By g(z, x) we mean 
g( z, x) = e’(‘v”) - 1 -i(z, i)( 1 +Ix[‘)-’ (2.2) 
throughout this paper. The following representation of infinitely divisible distribu- 
tions is well known. If p E I(@), then 
&(z)=exp i(y, z)-2-‘(AZ, z)+ J Rd g( 2, xl ddx) I (2.3) 
where y E Rd, A E M(Rd), A is symmetric, nonnegative definite, and v is a measure 
on Rd satisfying 
mm = 0, 
J 
[Wd 1x1’< 1 +Ix~‘)- ’ v(dx) < =. (2.4) 
These y, A and v are uniquely determined by p. We call (2.3) the L&y representation 
( y, A, p) of p. The measure v is called the Levy measure of p. Conversely, for 
every triple y, A, J/., there is p E I(Rd) having the expression (2.3). Note that the 
integra! in (2.3) is finite since 
I&, x)1 s CJ,x12( 1 f Ix12j-‘. (2.5 j
where C, is a constant depending on z. 
Several representations of Q-selfdecomposable distributions arc known. Let us 
formulate two theorems. Notice first that QE M+(R”) if and only if e- ‘O +O as 
t -+ 00. For Q E M,(R”), define 
S, ={@Rd: 15(= 1 and luY+ 1 for every u > 1) 
and a mapping t$& 5, u) = u”& Then So E 98(Rd) and &o is a Bore1 measurable 
one-to-one mapping of So X IR, onto Iw”\{O} with Bore1 measurable inverse (Hudson 
and Mason [6] and Jurek [S]). 
First representation theorem of Q-selfdecomposable distributions. Let Q E M+(Rd). 
If pEOL(Rd, Q), then 
[ k, J 
,.a 
b(z) =exp i(y, z)-2-‘(AZ, z)+ A (&F) g(z, uQ5)k,(uju-’ du 
0 I 
W-3) 
where y E R”, A E M(R”) such that A and QA + AQ* are symmetric, nonnegative 
definite, h is either the zero measure or a probability measure on SO and k,( u) is Bore1 
measurable in 5 E SO and nonnegative, nonincreasing, right-continuous in u E R, with 
the integral 
J ,; Iu”&l”( 1 + Iu”&l’)-‘k,( uju-’ du (2.7) 
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being *finite, positive, and independent of5. These y, A, and k are uniquely determi;rled 
by cr. The function k,(u) is determined by p uniquely up ito 6 of a set of A-measure 
zero. Conversely, g&n y, A, A and k,(u), one can find or, E OL( Rd, Q) that satisfies 
(2.6). 
Let us call (2.6j the first representation ( y, A, A, k,(u)) of p E OL(Rd, Q). P’he 
theorem i:r the above form is given by Yamazato [30]. Similar representations are 
given by Wolfe [26) and Jurek [lo]. In case 0 = I, it is the representation of L 
distributions by Sato [IS]. 
If (3~ M, (w”), then we can find positive constants Cj, A s js 6, such that 
See [22, p. 1393. These inequalities combined with (2.5) guarantee finiteness of the 
integrals in the following representation. 
Second representation theorem of Qaelfdecomposabte distributions. Let Q E 
M&W’). If p E OL(w”, Q), then 
(2.10) 
where y E Rd, B is symmetric, nonnegative definite, and p is 4 measure on R” satisfying 
dW = 0, I fR* log( 1 + Ixl’>p( dx) < a. (2.11) 
Here y, B, and p are uniguely determined by p. Conversely, given y, B, and p, one 
can find /I G OL(R’, 0) that has the representation (2.10). 
We call (2.10) the second representation ( y, B, p) of E_C E OL(R”. Q). This is due 
to Urbanik 1223, although he does not write the second term explicitly using B. 
Preserving these B and p, we get another useful representation. 
iMo&fied second representation. The representation (2.10) can be written as 
I 
W 
b(z)=exp i(Q+a, z)-2-l (e- ‘OB e-‘**z, z) dt 
0 
(2.12) 
urtd cm tersely Here a E W”. The represenlaGon is unique. 
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We call this the modified second representation (a, B, p) of p E OL(Wd, Q). In 
order to derive (2.12), it suffices to prove that we can define a by 
(Q-la, z)=(y, z)+ 
x (( I+ Ix~*)-’  (1 + (e-r%12)-1) dt. (2.13) 
Xt is enough to show that 
Q? le-‘%~( l-t-(xl*)-‘(1 + le-'~xi*)-'(le-'~xl*+ 1x1*) dt < oo. 
(2.14) 
By (2.8) and (2.9) we have 
I 
X 
I e-rox13(l +1x1*)-'(1+le-'"x~")-' dts ~-'c~c~ log(l+Jx12), 
0
We have also 
I 
cc in 
I e -‘%I( 1 + le-rC)x12)-1 dt < 2-l v + C3 e-‘+l( + ( e-‘l’[&2)s 1 dt 
0 u 
where v = 0 v (CL’ log <+l)). I-I ence (2.14) is true and we can define a. 
Let (y1 A, v) be the L&y representation of lu. E OL(R”, Q). Then, exactly this y 
appears in the first and the second representation, and this A appears in the first 
representation. It is easy to see that 
(AZ, r) = I m (e-@B e-‘O*z, 2) dt, 0
y(,c) = I,, h(dt) jO~z&OC)k,(U)U-l duY 
xE(e-“)r) dt 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
for z E R” and E E 3(88”!, where xrf is the indicator function of E. It is also easy 
to see that 
B=QA+AQ? a (2.18) 
Let us describe more explicitly the relation between A, k,(u) in the first representa- 
tion and p in the second representation. First we fclrmulate a special case of the 
conditional distribution theorem for the purpose of referent:. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f( 5, u) be a positive Bore1 measurdde function on SO X II%+. Let 7~ 
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be a measure on So X 
7lzen there xist a probability measure A, on Sa and a family of measures wE on R+ 
for 6~ So such that q(F) is Bore1 measurable in p fir each FE 9?(R,), 
JR, f& u)q(du) is independent of 5, and 
VfE) = I, A,(d5) 1.. x&, u)&M 
for euery E e B& xR+). If both (A, q) and (i, ;ir) satisfy these conditions, then 
. A, = &, and, for &,-almost every &, n, = & 
Theorem 2.1. Let Q E A4+(Rd) andp E OL(Rd, 0). Let ( y, A, A, k,(u)) and ( y, B, p) 
be the first and the second representation f p. Thtw p is obtained from A and k,(u) 
bY 
P(E~=-~~~A(~~) I,: x,&&) dk,(u), E E .%(rWd). (2.20) 
In order to get A and k4( u) from p (assuming that p is not the zero measure), let 
(2.21) 
and tr(Ew)=p(&,E) for EE %I(S,xR,), apply Lemma 2.1, and obtain A, and ne 
Then, A = A, and k,(u) = q[u, a). 
We use the following lemma of Sz-Nagy [20]. A proof is given in the same way 
as Lemma 2.1 of f17]. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that k(u) and f(u) are nonnegative right-continuous functions 
k( u ) is nanirweasing, f ( u) is nondecreasing, and k( +oo) = f (O+) = 0. Then, 
B have 
(2.22) 
admitting the case that the both sides are infinity. If one side (hence both sides) of 
4 2.22) is finite, then 
(2.23) 
Psd of Theorem 2.1. Define f(& u) by (2.21). By a change of variables we get 
(2.24) 
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Hence, by (2.9), f( 6, u j is bounded from above and below by log( 1 + I&‘tl”) multi- 
plied by c5 and c6, respectively. In order to get the second representation from the 
first, define p by (2.20). By Lemma 2.2, the integral -j,“f<& u) d&(u) equals the 
integral (2.7). Hence we obtain (2.11). If h(x) is a measurable complex-valued 
function such that lh(~)I =G Klxl’( 1 +)x1*)+ for some K, then we have 
J 
al 
h( z&)k,( u)u’-’ du 
0 
= -lom d&(u) lam h(e-‘%Qf) dt, (2.25) 
which is finite. In fact, let 
11 00 
I,(u) = J h(vQ[)v-’ dv = J h(e-‘QuV[) dt 0 0 
in the formula of integration by parts 
J ’ k,(u) dl,(u) = k,(bYJ&- k&N&) - J 
b 
I,(u) dk,(u), 
a a 
and note that the integrated terms tend to zero as a&O and btm because 
ikJu)l,(u)[s Kk,(u)f(&, u)+O by Lemma 2.2. We obtain (2.25). Choose h(x)= 
g(z,x) for fi xe d z. Then, using (2.5) and (2.9), we get 
I,, J A (do 0m g(z, uQt)kr(u)u-’ du 
=-JsQn(de) JosdkttuJ J ~g(w-tQuQt)dt 
= I,<, p(d.r) I,: g(t, e-%) dt, (2.26) 
which shows the second representation. 
In order to get the first representation from the second, define 7~ by w(E) = 
p(+QE), assuming that p is not the zero measure. Then (2.19) follows from (2.11). 
Apply Lemma 2.1 and let A =A, and k,(u) = TT~[u,~). Let c be the integral in 
(2.19). Then --I: f(& u) dk,(u) = c. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, the integral (2.7) equals 
c. Express the integral I& p(dx) j; g( z, e-‘O X) dt by the measure v and then by A 
and dk,(u). Since we have (2.25) under the same condition on h(x), we get the 
equality (2.26). Hence h and k,(u) give t le first representation. The proof is 
complete. 
We remark that the relation between the two representations of L distributions 
has a simpler form. In this case, Ct = 1 and ‘iQ is the unit sphere. Thus B = 2A, 
f( &, u) = 2-l log( 1+ u2), 
(2.7) = J 
3L-2 CCJ 
u(lt u2) ‘k,(u) du = -2 -’ J log( 1 + u2) dk,( u), 0 0 
and Lemma 2.1 gives the polar decomposition. 
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3. Processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. Infinitesimal generators 
Let C be the operator (1.1). The domain 9(G) is Ci (lRd), the c&s of C* 
functions with compact supports. 
Thewem 3.1. The smallest closed extension c of G is the infinitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous nonnegative s migroup TIon CO(lRd) with 11 Tflj = 1. Let pt( x, . ) 
be the probability measure on Wd defined by 
‘KfW = 
I 
f(y)p,(x. dy), f E G,Wd). (3.1) 
For each t and x, p,( x, l ) is an infinitely divisible distributicm with characteristic function 
where 
t)(r) =i(a, Z)-2°-f(Br, z)+ sk yh4dy). (3.3) 
We will tail the Markov process with the transition probability p,( X, dy) the process 
of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type associated wtih G. 
Proof. We carry out several steps. 
Step 1. Notice that it is easy to refine (2.5) and get 
Ig( 2, X,1 S S( 1 + 121’)1x1”( 1 + 1XI’) ‘. (3.4) 
Since sups6 itr.Jle ‘“*II is finite, the right-hand side of I 3.2) is well-defined and equals 
exp i(x, e _ r”*z) + i 
I 
‘(a, e-“OLz) ds-2-l 
I 
*I 
(e-‘“I3 edsO*z,z) ds 
0 J 0 
+ 5,. p(dy) I,’ g(e+? y) ds]. (3.5) 
It is the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible distribution, since (3.5) 
shows that it is a limi: of convolutions of Poisson distributions (with shifts and scale 
changes) and Gaussian distributions. Let us define Pz( X, l ) by (3.2). It follows that 
I 
f(yIpSm dyl = 
I 
f(e-% -+ y)pN, dy) (3.6) 
b-any hounded measurablef. Hence p,(x. E) is measurable in x for each E E 93(lRd). 
From 63.2) it is ea5y to prove 
(3.7) 
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Define the operator T1 by (3.1). It carries CO(Rd) into itself, and it is a nonnegative 
semigroup with norm one. As tS.0, 1 &x, dy)f(y) tends to f(x) for every bounded’ 
continuous f, since A( x, z) tends to ei(? This weak continuity of the semigroup 
implies the strong continuity (Lo&e [ 12, p. 6251). 
Step 2. Let fE Ci. Since 
f(x+Y)-fw- t Yj(l +IyI’)-‘Djf(x) s C,ly12(1 +Iyp-' 
j=l 
for some constant Cr, we see that GEE Co. Let us prove that 
Iimllt-‘( TJ-fl - Gfll= 0, 
rJ0 
(‘3.8) 
I( 3.9) 
where the norm is that of CO(Rd) (the sup norm). It suffices (see Dynkin [4, Lemma 
2.111) to check that 
limt-‘(T,f(x)-f(x))=Cf(x) for each x 110 
(3.10) 
and 
sup r-‘IIT,f-fll < 00. 
r‘,o 
We have 
‘ft t-‘( A(x, z)-ei’“*“) =e”“*“(-i(Qx, r>+@(z)) 
* 
(3.11) 
from (3.2). Hence 
ItiJT explW,,, r> + 
I 
Wd gk y)q,k dyHl= exp[-W~, z)+ W)I 
where 
q,(x, E) = t-’ I XE\(& - X)P,(~~ dY)9 
(a X,1? z) = p I (y - x, z)U + I ,)- x(2)-1ptb, dy). 
Since 
[3, p. 
this is convergence of infinitely divisible distributions, we get (see Cuppens 
88]), for every sequence f, -I 0. 
W J f(y)q,,b, 0) + J f(~)ddY) 
for every bounded continuous f vanishing in a neighbourhood of the origin, 
(ii) lim lim sup Bik ( f,, E) = lim lim inf Bjk (t,, E) = Bjk 
FlO n+a FitI n--x 
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where ~jk<k E) jlvlcr YjY&(% dY), and 
(iii) ux,,, + a - Qm 
Now, (3.10) is a direct consequence of (i), (ii) and (iii) when we consider the Taylor 
expansion of f to the second order. Noting that 
Ile-‘O - II/--, 0 as tJ.0, (3.12) 
choose f,, such that lle-‘o - fll<2-’ for t c to. Choose I such that f(x) =0 for Ix/> 1. 
Then, for O< I < to, 
s Hfll j /).,‘ r  %(O- dY)* 
which is bounded in r, a consequence of (i). For 1x1 s 41, note that 
(r-3 T,fW -fWl s const( J, + J2 + J3), 
where 
J, = TV’ 
I 
i~__x, , tv-x?pAx~d~), Jz=t- ’ _- I 
,?_x,,_, ~Ax,dy). . . 
J,=t ’ ; (Y, - x,h(x, dy) . 
,‘I .I;- I I 
Using (3.6), (3.12) and (i). we see that J2 is bounded over 1x1 c 41 and z > 0. 
Using (3.6), (i), (ii) and the finiteness of ~up,,~supl~l~~~ t-‘le-‘“x-xl, we see the 
boundedness of J1, too. Taking further the convergence (iii) into consideration, we 
can conclude the boundedness of J3- Thus we get (3.11 j. 
Step 3. Qenote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup by G#. The conclusion 
of Step 2 is that C* is an extension of G. Since G* is a closed operator, it follows 
that G has the smallest closed extension c and G# is an extension of c. Let F, 
be the set of f t: C,, of class C’ such that, for all j and k, Ix@f(x) and DjDkf(x) 
vanish at infinity. For f c F,, let G, f be the right-hand side of (1 .l). Since (3.8) 
holds for f~ F,, we see that G, f~ Co. We ciaim that 4~? is an extension of G,. To 
this end, it suffices to show that, given f E F,, we can find f,, E Ci such that llfi, - f II--, 0 
and liGfn - G1 f /I + 0 asn-,~.Leth(x)beaC’functionsuchthatO~h~l,h(x)==l 
for 1x1~ 1 and 0 for 1x13 2. Let f,,(x) = f(x)h( n-lx). Then we can check that f,l is 
a desired approximating sequence. 
Step 4. Let us show G” = c under an additional assumption I/yi~~ Iyip < 00. 
It suffices to prove that T, maps F, into F,. In fact, if this is proved, then, by S. 
Watanabe’s lemma ([23, p. 1563), the smallest closed extension of G, coincides with 
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G#. It follows from (3.5) that the Levy measirre pI of p,(x, * ) is expressed as 
Pm = J J BBd p(dy) ’ xde-““y) ds. 0 (3.13) 
Note that 
J J p(dy) , ’ Ic?~~~( 1 + le_s0y(2)-’ ds s 0 cflyl’( 1 + cflyI’)-’ ds 
lyl”<l + Iyl')-'p(dy) < 00, 
where c, = supsp[o,,jleVSQll. We have, from (3.13), 
J , IYlPlWY) = I J iRd p(O) ’ le-soyIx+=-yp & Y) ds ,v, > 0 
s c,t J _, IYIP coo* IYl>C, 
Hence we conclude that j 1 ylp,(x, dy) < 00 (see [ 141). Let f~ F,. It follows from (3.6) 
that DjT,f and DjDkTf f belong to Co. We have 
IXI IDjT,f (X)I s lIe-‘QII 1x1 i 
k==l 
[ IDkf Wfox + y)l p,Uh dy) 
s lle-‘VII lle’Qll i, [J lewro~ + YI fDkf(emfUx + Y)~p~~(~, dy) 
+ 
J 
bd IDkfte -5+ y)lpAO-l dy) 9 3 
and, by Lebesgue’s theorem, each integral in the last expression goes to 0 as Ixl+ 00. 
Hence T,f E F,. 
Step 5. In order to prove G# = c in general, deLne Gof by the right-hand side 
of (1.1) with the integral term replaced by 
c (f(x + Y> -f(x)- i y,( 1+ Iyl’>- ‘DjfCx)Jp(dy) 
J yls~ j=l 
Yj(l + IY12)--‘p(dy)Djf(X)- 
Define a bounded operator V by 
Vf(x) = J (f(x+ Y)--f(Np(W. ]YI’ 1 
We have G = Go + V. Step 4 says that C?,, is an infinitesimal generator. Hence e,, + V 
is an infinitesimal generator by the Hille-Yosida tlheory. Since CC,+ V = c, the 
proof is complete. 
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4. Processes of Omstein-Uhlenbeck type. Limit distributions 
The following limit theorem of processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type is a con- 
sequence of Theorem 3.1 and the second representation theorem in Section 2. The 
first representation of the limit distribution is then obtained by Theorem 2.1. It is 
for this reason that Theorem 2.1 is important to us. 
Theorem 4.1. Let QE M+(Rd). Given a, B, and p, define G by (1.1). Let p,(x, 0) 
be the transition probability of the Omstein-Uhlenbeck type process associated with 
G. Suppose that p satisfies ( 1.3). Then, there is a Q-selfdecornposable distribution p 
such that 
p,(x,++p ast+m (4.1) 
for every x E Rd. The distribution g is the unique stationary distribution of the process 
and has the characteristic function 
I 
oc 
b(z)=exp $(e-“Q*z) ds, 
0 
(4.2) 
where rl/ is defined by (3.3). It has the modified second representatiori . (a, B, p). 
Conversely, every Q-selfdecomposable distribution appears in this way. The correspon- 
dence between G and p is one-to-one. 
Proof. Keeping the inequalities (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9) in mind, use Theorem 3.1 
and the modified second representation of Q-selfdecomposable distributions to 
obtain (4.1). Note that 
(x, e ‘“*z} + I ’ (a, e-.‘“*r) ds + (a, e-“O*;) ds = (Q‘ ‘a, 2). 0
Letting s-, 00 in the equality 
[ M-x, dy) [ pr(y, dW’(t) = [ pl+s(x, dyJf(y) 
distribution p satisfies (3.3). 
limit distribution. Hence the 
that is, p is a stationary distribution. Conversely, if a 
then, letting t -+a, we see that p is identical with the 
stationary distribution is unique. The rest of the theorem comes from the modified 
second representation of Q-selfdecomposable distributions. 
An alternative proof of Theorem 3.1 is obtained from the result of Jurek [9]? as 
is mentioned in Section 1. 
Let us discuss the other case. 
(4.3) 
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Theorem 4.2. Let Q E M(Wd) be arbitrary. Let p,(x, l ) be the transition probability 
of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type process associated with G of (1 .l). Suppose that p 
does not satisfy ( 1.3). Then, for every 1, 
lim sup sup p,( X, C( y, I)) = 0, r+oc X (4.4) 
Y 
where C( y, 1) = {Z : IZj - yjl s 1 for 1 s i e d}, the d-dimensional cube with sides 21 
and center y. The process has no stationary distribution, 
We need two lemmas, which are extensions to higher dimensions of LeCam’s 
estimate (see Hengartner and Theodorescu [S]). 
Lemma 4.1. if p E P(Rd), I> 0 and 0 < a 6 nl-‘, then 
supp(C(x, 1))~ Ku-” 
I 
12(2)1 dt, 
x C’(0.u 1 
where K is an absolute constant. 
Proof. For u, VE 88’, let 
X al 
f( ) u = J eiU”h( v) d v, h( v) = (2+-l J eViu”f( u) du. -X -x 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
For l x9 2 E w’t let J(X) = [If= I f(.x,) and fi( z) = fl,“=, h(q). Then, for every y E iWd and 
aXI, 
J w” f(a(x- y))p(dx) = Cd J e ‘(y*r’fi( z)g(a ?z) dz. (4.7) C‘f 0. u 1 
Let K ’ = min,,,, Z f( u). It follows from (4.7) that 
a -d J k(z)l dza h- y)Mdx) 2 K’p(C(y, I)), C(O. a ) J (‘(Y.l) 
provided that al 6 V. 
Lemma 4.2. Let F E 1 (IW“) and let v b-? the L&y measure of p. Then, for every a > 0, 
J 
I/? 
a ” 4dx) 9 (,,,, 
. 
u, b(z)! dz 6 K,( 1 
. X.! -i/l1 > 
where Kd is a constant that depenc’s or&/y ori d. 
(4.8) 
Proof. From the Levy representation we have 
IG(z)lsexp Re 
[ J g(z,x)v(dx) sexp ] [-J_ Wcos(r.x))W]~ 
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Let c = 1,x,> * a v(dx). If c =0, then (4.8) is trivial. Suppose that c> 0 and let 
Z(dx) = c-‘x{I,I, ,&) v(dx). Then 
by Jensen’s inequality. Hence 
where f(x) = ~,~I~~;i~e~co~cOs~*~x~~ dz. For fi ed X, consider an orthogonal tranOforma- 
tion that carries n/lx1 to el = (S,j)- We get 
e -db’OS(Z,IXI)) dz 
Let &=(MJP: l*lG&z and 2&/1x1 < 21 ~2n(k+l)/lx[}, F--= 
(2’~ BBd-‘: 12’1 %/i a}, anrl tt =[Jd alxl/2~] (brackets mean the integer part). 
Then, 
f(x) = 2 i 1 e-‘(l-COS(Z~IXI)) dz < 2(n+ 1) 1 e-‘(l-COs(z,I*~I)) dz 
k=O Ek 53 
dz2***dzd e -C( I--COS(+I)) dz I 
=4Kha”!-‘(n + l)($’ 
I 
7r e-“‘-‘“‘“’ du, 
0 
- 
where K > is the volume t,f the (d - l)-c!imensional ball with radius Jd. Using 
1 -cos u 2 2n-*u2 for 0~ 11 s 1~ and defining K$ by 
sup (n+ l)l$’ = 
/Xl-> I/a 
Q sup ([Jd lxj/2~]+ l)l$’ = a&, 
I.+ 1 
we get 
for IX!> l/u. This, combinl:d with (4.9), gives (4.8). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By the above two lemmas, 
for X, X’ E Rd, where pI is the L&y measure of p,(x, . ). So, it is enough to check that 
lim 
I 
p,(dy) = 0~ f+X Iyi -I 
(4.10) 
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for every 1. The limit is 
x~I~--sQ~I> r,h Y) ds 
by virtue of (3.13). Denote this integral by J. Choose c2 > 0 such that all eigenvalues 
of Q have real parts smaller than c2. Then, there is c4> 0 such that, for any t 20 
and x, 
le-‘%i 2 c4 ewc2’ 1x1. (4.11) 
Hence, Iyl> f/c, and t< ci’ log (c4F’lyl> imply le-@yI > 1. Hence we get 
JZ 
J 
c;’ log(d-‘ly()p(dy) = 00, 
lul> I/c* 
using the assumption that p does not satisfy 11.3). This proves (4.10). If there is a 
stationary distribution p of the process, then, by (4.4), 
#W(x’, 0) = 
I 
&dx)p,(x, C(x’, 0) = 0, 
which is absurd. This completes the proof. 
Example 4.1. Let 
Gf(x) = c 
- 5 U[j<l+ u2)-‘Djf(x))u-“-’ du + t (Oj-_xj)Djf(X), 
j=l j=l 
where 0 < (Y < 2, c > 0, A is a probability measure on the unit sphere S, and p > 0. 
The associated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type process is a general ddimensional stable 
process with exponent cr under a centripetal drift. It satisfies the condition (1.3). 
The unique stationary distribution p is stable with exponent cy. Its characteristic 
function is 
g(z, u&)u-~-’ du 
I 
, 
where ~/~-‘(u,+cK~~ Js tjh(d&)) and K, i! a constant depending only on a. 
Example 4.2. L,et d = 1 and 
I 
00 
Gf(.u) = (f(x+y)-f(x))p(dv)-pxDf(x), 
0
where 1: ~(1 +y)%dy) <XI and P > 0. The process is a subordinator under a 
centripetal drift. It is found by Cinlar-Pinsky [2] in the theory of dams that the 
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process has a stationary distribution if and only if jy log y p(dy) < 00. When p satisfies 
this condition, the unique stationary distribution p is characterized by 
- l)p([u, m))u-’ du 
I 
. 
This is a general L distribution whose support is [0, 00). 
5. Integro-differential equations for OL distributions 
Sato 1161 proves that all genulinely d-dimensional L distributions are absolutely 
continuous. Generalizing this fact, Yamazato [30] shows absolute continuity of all 
genuinely d-dimensional OL distributions. Using Theorem 3.1, we obtain the follow- 
ing consequence of Theorem 4.X. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 0 E M+(W’). Suppose that p E OL(lR’, a), genuinely d- 
dimensional, having the modified second representation (a, B, p). Let G be defined 
by ( 1.1). Then, the density f(x) of p is the unique weak solution of the equation 
G*f=O (5.1) 
satisfying rhe subsidiary condition 
f(x)H and 
I 
Rdf(x) dx= 1. 
Here G’ is the formal adjoint of G, that is, 
t 5.2) 
, 
G”f(X)=2-’ i BikDiDkf(X)- i aiDif( i Qi,XkDjf(x) 
j.k=I j=l j,k= 1 
+(,il Qjj)f(rl+lRd (fb-y)-f(x) 
+ ‘s y,( 1 + [yf’,- * D,f(x))p(dy). 
/=I 
(5.3) 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, p is the unique stationary distribution of the process 
associated with G. Thus we have 
J T,h(x)f(x) dx = J h(x)f(x) dx, (5.4) 
and hence 
I Wx)f(x)dx=o for kc;. 
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That is, f is a weak solution of (5.1). Conversely, suppose that we are given a 
measurable function f(x) satisfying (5.2) and (5.5). Then 
I ch(x)f(x) dx=O for he 9(@. 
Since c is the infinitesimal generator by Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
I h(x)f(x) dx = CM I (cul-c)-‘h(x)f(x)dx forhEC&x>O. 
Since this is the Laplace transform version of (5.4), we obtain (5.4) for every h E Co. 
Hence f(x) dx is a stationary distribution. It follows that f(x) dx = p. Let us denote 
the right-hand side of (5.3) by G’f. 1’0 show G* = G’ is equivalent to proving 
I 
Gh,(x)h,(x) dx = 
I 
h,(x)G’h,(x) dx 
for all hl, h2 E CL. But this identity is easy to check. The proof is complete. 
The problem whether f is a strong solution of (5.1) arises. In one dimension, f 
is continuous except possibly at one point, and a necessary and suficient condition 
for f to be of class C” is known (Zolotarev [32], Wolfe [24], Sate and Yamazato 
[ 171). For d Z= 2, all we know are sufficient conditions for various continuity proper- 
ties of L distributions in Sato [ 151. Another hard problem is to extend the unimodality 
proved by Yamazato [29] to higher dimensions. 
6. Continuity of the correspondence 
Let I (Rd)log be the class of infinitely divisible distributions C,C such that 1 log( 1 + 
Ixl’)~(dx) < 430. It is identical with the class of infinitely divisible distributions p 
whose L6vy measure v satisfies 5 log( 1 + Ixl*)v(dx) < 00 (see Sato [14]). Let 0 E 
M, (R”) be given. In this section we study a mapping lyO of OL(Rd, 0) onto I(iR”),,,, 
defined as follows. If p E OL(Rd, 0) wi’h the modified secolld representation 
(a, B, p), then let qQp E I(Rd be the infinitely divisible distribution that has the 
L&y representation (a, B, p). By the results in Section 2, the mapping v0 is 
one-to-one and onto. Probabilistic itlterpretation of this mapping is given by 
Theorem 4.1. Another (but essentially same) interpretation is that, if Z(t) is a 
process on Rd with homogeneous independent increments uch that Z( t + 1) -Z(Z) 
has distribution pup, then t,c ;., the distribution of the stochastic integral 
I (‘: e -IQ dZ(t). From this viewpoint Wolfe [27], Jurek and Vervaat [ 1 l] and Jurek 
[9] investigate this correspondence. For example, they show that p is a stable 
distribution with exponent LY if and only if W,- 1 lp = p * 6, for some a (6, is the 
unit atomic measure at a). A similar characterization of operator-stable distributions 
is given. Urbanik’s class L,, (R’) (see [ 151) is characterized by the fact that p E L,,, (R”) 
if and only if !&EL E L, __ , (R”). 
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We will give a continuity property of the mapping Y0 in the following theorem. 
In case Q = I, the fact that (iii) implies (i) is found in [l 1] for distributions on 
Hilbert spxes. Note that OL(Rd, Q) is closed but that I@3d)l,, is not closed. 
Theorem 6.1. For n = 1,2 , . . . , m, let pn E OL(Rd, Q) with the modified second rep 
resentation (a,,, B,,, p,,). Then the following three conditions are equivalent, 
(i) p+p* as n-,m. 
f’m, sup log( 1 + Ix12)pJdx) = 0. (6.1) *’ I n I Ix/:- 1 
(iii) (a) For every bounded, continuous functicn f(x) vanishing in a neighbourhood 
of the origin, 
lim 
J n-cc Rd 
f(X) log (I+ lX(‘jp,(dx) = 
J 
BBd f(x) log (1+ 
k) Jim a,, = am. n -r.x 
Proof, Let the L&y representations of p,, be (y,*, A,*, pn)m We use necessary and 
sufficient conditions for convergence of infinitely divisible distributions in terms of 
their L&y representations ([3, p. 881 and [13, p. 1891). Thus the convergence 
P Op, + VOpa. is equivalent to the conditions (a), (b) and (c) with log( 1+ ix/‘) 
omitted in the statement (a). We can readily see that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that 
(iii) is satisfied and let us show (i). We have to show the following three. 
(a)’ For every bounded, continuous f(x) vanishing in an neighbourhood of the 
origin, 
lim 
n-+2 J 
f(X)vn(dx)= f(xjv,(dxj; 
J 
W’ lim yn=yx. 
If-- 1 
Mow the relations between ( y,,, A,. v,,) and (a,, B,, p,) are given by (2.13), (2.15) 
and (2.17). In order to show (a)‘, note that Jf(x)Vn(dX)=f h(x)p,(dxj where 
hix) =Jr f(e-‘%j dt. Since If(x Klx[‘(l +I’)-’ for some K, we see that h(x) 
is continuous and Ih( s KcS log( 1 +1x1’), using (2.8) and (2.9). Moreover h 
vanishes in a neighbourhood of 0, since f is. Hence (a)’ holds. Let (B,~,F~,z) = 
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(BJ, z)+{~,~,,(z, x)‘p,(dx). We have, by (2.15) and (2.17), 
J&t, E) = (B,,, e-@*z, e-IQ*z) dt, 
a0 
J2( n, E) = a I I dt BBd (x~~,-~ox~<&, 4 -x{lx~< .,(x))k e-f0*Z)2p,Adx). 0
Since (6) implies supn SU~~~~~$II~~~~~ < 00 and since le-fQ*zl s c$ e-‘;‘lzI for some 
positive ci and c$, it follows from (b) that 
I 
oc 
lip lim sup J,( 3, e) G (B, eefQ*z, evcQ*) dt = (A*z, z). 
n-m2 0
(6.2) 
On the other hand, since (a), (b) and (c) imply !P&,, + !Pc,~m, we have also 
(1% p* fw) 
l$ lim sup (B&z, z) = ( Bmz, z). 
n-DC%_> 
Hence 
lip liF+&f J,( n, E) 3 (A,z, z). 
Hence the equality holds in (6.2). We claim that 
l$ lim sup .J2( n, E) = 0, 
n+or, 
which shows that (b)’ holds. We have 1 J2( n, &)I s J$ (n, E) + Jz (It, E), where 
x{le-qcE)( t, x)(x, e--‘Q*z)2p,, (dx), 
Using (2.8), we have 
=s (1+ &2)Iz12 (I Pn(dX) ECIXI<f /b I 
al 
h( t, x) dt 
0 
00 
+ 
I 
pr, (dx) 
Ixl3ri h I c-l logi t!l~XI/&> 
63) 
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where c = c2, b = c4 and h( t, x) = Ie-z0x12( 1 + le-%12)-‘. From (2.8) we get also 
s b21z12 
I 
F,b~,X,<P lx12p,(dx) I’-’ ‘og(b’x”E) emS2” dt, 
0 
where c = cl and b = c3. Hence we get (6.3), using (a) and (2.9). Let 
e-‘“x)j(( 1+ (~(~)-l - (1. + (e-‘%12)-‘) df, 
where the subscript j denotes the jth component. In order to show (c)‘, it is enough 
to show 
(6.4) 
and to use (c). By the argument below (2.14), the function f is continuous and 
l~(X)l s K, log( 1 + I#> (6.5) 
for some K,. Refining the argument and using (b), we see that ~,l!SI~. f(x)p,(dx)s 
K,E, where K2 is a constant independent of n and E. The property (a) implies that 
I:, _ f(X)Pn(dx) tends to II,\ .c f(x)pAdx) if l,_+ y,(dx) =O. This proves (6.4. 
Next, we prove that (i) implies (ii). 
lim sup 
I 
v,,(dx) = 0. 
‘-r II IX’ *I 
Assume (i). Then 
‘) ’ v,,(dx)) < 00, (6.6) 
(6.7) 
This is the precompactness condition of {p,,} [13, p. 1871. Note first that 
sup 
J 
log{ 1 + Ixl’)p,,(dx) 5 sup c, ’ Ixl’( 1 + I-xl’:) - ’ v,,(dx) < w, (6.8) 
!I II 
which follows from (2.9). (2.17) and (6.6). Let us prove that { Poti,,} is precompact. 
The first condition to show is (6.6) with y,,, A,, and V, replaced by n,,, B,, and pn. 
This is obtained from (2.13). (2.18), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.8). The second condition 
to show is f.6.7) for P,, in place of u,,. More strongly, we will show (6.1) by the 
following technique. Define 2,, by 
and ict p,, be the infinitely divisible distribution with Levy representation (0, 0, v’,). 
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Then 
sup Ix12(1 + lx/‘>-’ Qdx) < 00 
n I 
by (6.8). Also, 
sup 
I 
Z,(dx) s c2 sup pn(dX)+O, I-*m, 
n w-l n 
by (2.8) and (6.7). Hence {@n) is precompact. We can choose a subsequence r_Zn, 
convergent o some 6. Since /2, belongs to L(l@) = OL(IWd, I), so does b. The second 
representation of iin for 1 s it <OO is (O,O, pn). Noting that we can obtain the 
representation in Theorem 3.6 (for m = 0) of [ 151 by the polar decomposition of 
p,,, we use Theorem 4.2 of [ 151 to get 
I f(x) log (I+ Ixl2)p,Jdx) + I f(x) log (1 + lx12)p"(dx) 
for every bounded, continuous f vanishing in a neighbourhood of 0. Here p is the 
measure in the second representation of fi. Hence we get (6.1) with the supremum 
taken over the sequence {nk}. Since every subsequence of {pn} contains such a 
subsequence, we see the validity of (6.1) itself. At the same time, the proof of the 
precompactness of {!&-+n} is finished. Let ( Vopnk} be an arbitrary convergent 
subsequence. We claim that the limit p’ is always VOp,. Let p’ be the Levy measure 
of p’. T’nanks to (6.1) , it is easy to see that 1 log( 1 + Ixl’)p’(dx) is finite. Therefore 
there is a p E OL(Rd, Q) such that YfQp =p’. Applying the assertions (ii) =$ 
(iii)+(i) to this subsequence, we obtain P,,~ + + IIence p is identical with pm. The 
proof of Theorem 6.1 is now complete. 
7. Examples of nuil recurrence and transience 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that the condition (1.3) for the tails of the Levy 
measure p is a criterion for positive recurrence of the essential part of a process of 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. For instance, the process in Example 4.2 is positive 
recurrent if it is restricted to the half line [0, 00). An interesting open problem is 
to find a criterion for null recurrence and transience. In this section we restrict our 
attention tol the one-dimensional symmetric case and give examples of null recur- 
rence and transience. Let 
Gf( x) = 2- ’ bD’f( x) -t (f(x + y) -f(x) - y(1 + y’)--‘Df(xNp(dy) . 
-X, 
where b 3 0, p > 0 and p is a symmetric measure satisfying (1.2). Assume that there 
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is an m > 1 such that 
p(E) = c I lyl-’ (log lyl>-“-’ dy E (7.1) 
for all Bore1 sets E in (--00, -m)u(m,@,whsre c>O and a,>O.If cu>l,then 
the Omstein-Uhlenbeck type process associai lth G is positive recurrent. Note 
that, in this case? (1.3) is satisfied and the support of the limit distribution is the 
whole line. If 0 c a s 1, then p does not satisfy (1.3) and the process is not positive 
recurrent. We will show the following. 
(i) If 0 < a < 1, then the process is transient. 
(ii) If LY = 1 and c/p > 1, then the process is transient. 
(iii) If a =l andO<cJp _ 6 :, then the process is recurrent. 
It is remarkable that the distinction between (ii) and (iii) depends on the constant 
c/p. We will prove (ii) and (iii). Proof of (i) can be given by an obGous modification 
of the proof of (iii. 
Proof of (ii). We have to show that 
I 
‘X 
p,!x, [-I, 1;) dt < 00 
0 
for every x E R’ and I > 0. The function + in (3.3) 
9(z)= -2-‘bz”+ ix 
I 
(cos yz - l)p(dy). 
-CX 
Use the functions f and h in the proof of Lemma 4.1. We have 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
I 
r u f<q+pAx, dy) = a-’ I h(a-‘z)$,(x, z) dz x- -a (7.4) 
by (4.7j. Choose a =&’ and use (3.2). Then 
1 dr T (7.5) 
where K is an absolut< constant. Let 0 < t < a. It follows from (7.1) and (7.3) that 
I 
I 
+(e’?) dss 2c (cos u- 1)(/3s+log z-‘u)-‘u-l du 
0 
for any M > am. Choose M such that M = 2N7~+ 2% with an integer N and notice 
that 
Then we get 
I 
1 
#(e+” z) dss2@-‘(log log z-‘M-log(Pt+log z-‘M)). 
0 
Hence it follows from (7.5) that 
I 
00 
I 
a 
p& [-1,1-J) dt 6 Kl(2c -/?)-’ log z-‘M dz, 
0 0 
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ml 
which shows (7.2). 
Proof of (iii). We have to show that 
I 
cc 
p,(x, B) dt = CQ (7.7) 
0 
for every x E R’ and nonempty open set B. First, we claim that it is enough to show 
dt=m (7.8) 
for every x E R’ and 1> 0. Given B, choose an interval [f,, lZ] c B. We have 
p1 (0, [&, IJ) > 0. (Note that p,(x, l ) is infinitely divisible with the support being 
unbounded to both right and left. If it is not a compound Poisson, this implies that 
the support is the whole line. If it is a compound Poisson, the support is still the 
whole line, since the support of its L&y measure contains (-00, --ml u [m, 00.) Hence 
there are E > 0 and M > 0 such th;-lt pl(x, B) 2 M for 1x1 s E. It follows that 
PAX, B) 2 Mpt- Ax, [- E, c]) for x E R’ and t > 1. Hence (7.7) is true if (7.8) is true. 
In order to prove (7.8), we use 
I 
a 
h(a-‘y)p,(x, dy) = (2+‘a 
I 
O” f(az)@Jx, 2) dz (7.9) 
--R -cc 
instead of (7.4). The identity (7.9) follows from (4.6). Choose a = I and use (3.2). 
We get 
I 
m 2 
p,(x, E-l, l]) 2 n-v f(l ) z cos (e+zx) l exp $(ewP”z) ds dz. (7.10) I) 
[I 0 I 
Let K = log(2-‘lxl- ‘nj for x#O and K =a for x=0. Let F, ={(z, t): ~20, ta0, 
log z--+t~K} and F2={(z, t): z>O, tz0, logz-Pt>K}. Note that 
cos( e -+’ LX) 2 0 on FI . Let us in legrate thf: both sides of (7.10) in t. Since 
II 
f(lz) dz dt<4p-‘Z-* ’ 
FZ J ‘Tl_ K 
(logz-K)z-*dz<m, 
c, --c 
it is enough to prove 
Xxj 
I [I 
1 
exp $(e-@“z) ds dt = 00 
0 0 3 
(7.11) 
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in order to get 
JJ F1 f(k) cos(e.-%x) l exp +(evP”z) ds dz dt 1 
which implies (7.8). The proof of (7.11) is as follows. Fix z > 0. By (7.1) and (7.3) 
we have 
J 
I I 
$(e-P”t) dq = -2-‘bz* . 
J 
e-*PS ds 
0 0 
I 
J J 
meeps 
+2 ds (cos(e-““zy) - 1 )p(dy) 
0 0
I 
J J 
x 
4-2~ ds (cos u- l)(ps+Eog z-‘u)-*u-’ du. 
0 ??I2 
Denote the three terms on the right-hand side by J’, J2 and 53. Clearly J, is bounded 
in Z. Also .I2 is bounded in t, since 
‘I, 2 -2” Jt: e ‘@ds l,,r’ y”p(dy) 
a-2 ‘p-122 y’pl(dy)+ mz 
Choose M such that mz 6 M = ~N’PT- 2% for an integer N. Notice that 
J 
s 
(cosu)(~s+~o~~-‘u)-~u-‘~u~~. 
.%I 
Then we have 
I 
J J 
31 
J;z2c ds (.cos IJ- 1. )(/3s+log z -‘II)--‘24-’ &4 
0 nr: 
Lbenote the right-hand sid: by .I: + JI;. Using cos u - 12 -2 -‘u’, we see that J[, is 
bounded in t. The term .I: equals the right-hand side of (7.6). Therefore we get 
where K, and K-, are constants independent of t and K2 is positive. Hence (7.11) 
is obtained by virtue of the assumption 2cJ? -* s 1. The proof of (iii) is complete. 
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